We present a new protocol for maintaining replicated data that can provide both high data availability and low response time. In the protocol, the nodes are organized in a logical grid. Existing protocols are designed primarily to achieve high availability by updating a large fraction of the copies which provides some (although not signi cant) load sharing. In the new protocol, transaction processing is shared e ectively among nodes storing copies of the data and both the response time experienced by transactions and the system throughput are improved signi cantly. We present an analysis of the availability of the new protocol and use simulation to study the e ect of load sharing on the response time of transactions. We also compare the new protocol with a voting based scheme.
Introduction
A distributed system consists of cooperating processors or nodes interconnected by a communication subnetwork. Each node maintains a number of resources and these resources can be shared. Failure of one or more nodes need not halt the entire system as only the resources stored on the failed nodes become inaccessible. Replicating a resource at nodes with independent failure modes can increase its availability. Replication can also signicantly improve the response time of accessing the resource because queueing delays can be reduced by load sharing.
When data is replicated, we must maintain data consistency among the copies at di erent nodes. Many replica control protocols have been proposed for this end and the design goal has been to maximize data availability Gif79, Pâr86, ES83] . Such protocols generally involve a relatively large fraction of nodes with replicas in the execution of a write operation. As a result, when the number of write operations is substantial, the number of requests that arrive at a particular node may not be much smaller than the requests arriving to the entire system. Thus, the response time may not be improved signi cantly in systems using replicated data because the load may not be shared between nodes storing replicas. In this paper, we propose a new replica control method for maintaining replicated data for reading and writing that can achieve both increased system performance by sharing load and high data availability. The proposed method involves a smaller fraction of nodes in the execution of read and write operations and has low response time.
A popular method for maintaining consistency of replicated data is weighted voting Gif79] , which is a special case of the quorum consensus methods. Each replica is assigned a number of votes and read and write operations need to obtain a prede ned quorum of r and w votes, respectively. A minimal group of nodes that can provide the required number of votes for reading and writing are called the read and write quorum groups BG86], respectively. The collection of read (write) quorum groups is called a read (write) quorum set. Quorum consensus can also be used to achieve mutual exclusion when each group in a quorum set has a non-empty intersection with every other group in the set. Such sets are called coteries. In GB85] , it was shown that there exists quorum sets that cannot be de ned by vote assignments. To ensure data consistency using voting, typically r + w is set to one more than the total number of votes. This ensures that a read and a write quorum group and two write quorum groups have non-empty intersections. To ensure mutual exclusion, the quorum must be at least a majority of the votes. If a low quorum is used for reading to enhance performance and data availability for read operations, the performance and availability of writing is reduced accordingly because a higher write quorum value must be used.
In Mae85] an algorithm is presented to achieve mutual exclusion in a distributed system which uses projective planes to formulate the groups in the coterie. An advantage of this method is that the quorum groups are much smaller than those de ned by weighted voting. Also, each node appears equally frequently in the quorum groups so that computational e ort can be equally shared. The performance measure studied was communication cost. Fault tolerance and availability issues were not addressed. Our method is similar in spirit in that it uses a logical grid structure to formulate read and write quorum sets. Although the primary goal in the design of replica control protocols is to increase data availability, in this work we also investigate how load sharing in a replicated data system can be used to enhance performance. In particular, we aim to reduce the response time experienced by transactions arriving to the system while maintaining high data availability. In general, data replication schemes have not been concerned with such improvement in response time. For example, dynamic methods as those presented in ES83, Her87, DB85, JM87, BGS89, ET86], can achieve very high data availability but the operational cost of these protocols may be of the same order as voting.
Our protocol is designed to increase sharing of read and write requests among the nodes storing replicas and still maintain high availability. However, the system needs to replicate data at a higher number of nodes as compared to voting to achieve the same level of availability. Notice that with the voting technique, load sharing cannot be increased for both reading and writing when the number of replicas is increased. This is because in voting a higher degree of replication requires that at least one type of operation be executed by more nodes.
Load sharing can also be achieved with partitioning. When data is split into P fragments and each fragment is stored on a di erent node, a node that stores a fragment will receive approximately 1 P of all request if all partitions are accessed equally frequently. However, in general, a request needs to access multiple partitions and therefore, more than 1 P of the requests will access a partition. Furthermore, a pure partitioning scheme (i.e, with no replication) will always have availability that is lower than a non-partitioned, non-replicated scheme. This is because a request can proceed only if all sites containing fragments required to satisfy it are available. Partitioning and replication are two orthogonal techniques which can be combined with one another (see AE88]). In this paper, we focus on the e ect of replication on load sharing. Although we do not address it, it might be possible to augment our scheme by using data partitioning.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the grid protocol for synchronizing reading and writing of replicated data and its implementation using multicast addressing in a broadcast network. Section 3 presents an analysis of the data availability and Section 4 discusses load sharing. We present numerical examples and compare our method with voting in Section 5 and conclude the paper in Section 6.
The Grid Protocol

System Description
We consider a distributed system in which data is fully replicated and transactions perform two types of operations on the replicated data, namely read and write. A read operation returns some value and a write operation installs a new value. The correctness criteria for a concurrent execution of transactions is one-copy serializability BHG87]. This can be achieved in systems where each node maintains only a single version of a data item if, read operations return the value installed by the last committed write operation, and con icting operations (a read and a write operation or two write operations) do not access the same data item at the same time.
In order to achieve the desired synchronization, each node uses a concurrency control scheme, such as two-phase locking or timestamp ordering, to synchronize accesses to its local copy. In the description of the grid protocol, we have assumed that the local synchronization protocol is two-phase locking. In addition, a replica control protocol is used to coordinate accesses to the various replicas. Due to failures, it may not be possible to up-date all replicas and some replicas may contain out-of-date values. We assume that version numbers are used to identify the current value of the data item.
Grid Protocol Description
The grid protocol is a quorum set based replica control method that can be e ciently implemented using multicast communication. The nodes that store copies of data are logically arranged in a grid topology and read and write operations are required to lock rows and columns of nodes such that con icting operations request locks from at least one common node. A read quorum group contains exactly one node from each column. A write quorum group consists of nodes in a read group and all nodes in a column of the grid. The grid topology is only a conceptual tool used to describe the protocol.
Consider a system where nodes that store data replicas which are logically arranged into a grid network (see Figure 1) . The number of nodes in a row and a column of the grid are M and N respectively and we assume that node failures are fail-stop SS83].
We number the rows and columns of the grid network as 1, 2, .., M and 1, 2, .., N, respectively, and each node knows its position in the grid. We de ne the operation R-cast(i, (replyset,msg)) as the sending of a multicast message (replyset,msg) to nodes in row i, where msg is the message content and replyset is the set of nodes (subset of nodes in row i) from which a reply is requested. Similarly, C-cast(j, (replyset,msg)) is a multicast message that is sent to nodes in column j where replyset and msg are the same as de ned in the R-cast operation. Multicast communication mechanisms that allow a message to be delivered to a group of nodes are supported by many distributed operating systems CZ85]. In an Ethernet LAN, we can de ne multicast groups by programming the node interface to recognize multicast addresses. The grid structure can be de ned by having each row and column of nodes in the grid form a multicast group. Also, only nodes that store a copy need to be in the grid network but other nodes not in the grid can still read and write data. For instance, we can implement an MxN grid by using the multicast addresses 1; 2; : : :; M and M + 1; M + 2; : : :; M + N for rows 1; 2; : : :; M and columns 1; 2; : : :; N, respectively. It will be seen later that the delivery of a multicast message need not be reliable. The grid protocol will guarantee data consistency even when links fail and the network partitions.
A set G of nodes is a C-cover if each column intersects with G, e.g., in Figure 1 , the set fA, B, G, Hg is a C-cover. Synchronization requirements given in the last subsection can be achieved by locking a C-cover when reading and by locking a C-cover and all nodes in a column when writing. (Read locks are sharable and write locks are exclusive.) Obtaining a read and write quorum can be done by sending requests to all nodes and collecting the responses. However, broadcasting will defeat a primary goal of the grid protocol which is to distribute load among the nodes with replicas. We propose to use multicasting and the details of the algorithms for reading and writing are presented in Figures 2 and 3 , respectively.
The protocol executed by a read operation proceeds as follows. First, a random permutation R of 1, 2, : : :, M is selected. The randomization is intended to distribute the load evenly over the nodes. The permutation R is the order in which the rows are interrogated to read-lock a C-cover of nodes. To reduce the number of messages used, the multicast operation includes a REQUEST-RESPONSE set of nodes indicating that only nodes in this set are to respond. The REQUEST-RESPONSE set is computed from the COLUMN-COVER variable which contains the columns that have some node locked. A multicast message is sent to the next row of nodes and responses are collected in the variable RESPONSES. If a C-cover is found, i.e., when COLUMN-COVER is equal to f1, 2, : : :, Ng, the value associated with the latest version at the nodes in the C-cover is returned and the operation completes successfully. If an abort message is received or no C-cover can be found after searching all rows of the grid then the operation is aborted. A node will respond with an abort message if it detects an error condition in the concurrency control procedure. For instance, if the concurrency control method used is locking, a node will send an abort message if deadlock is detected. The response for the rst multicast message is stored in a variable COLUMNS for use by the write protocol to achieve better performance.
For example, consider the operation of the read protocol in a 3x4 grid network that is in the state given by Figure 4 . The lled circles represent operational nodes and the un lled ones are nodes that have failed. For simplicity, we describe the execution of read and write operations for the case when no abort messages are received and each node responds within the timeout period.
Assume a read operation that wants to read the data granule x chooses the random permutation of rows R = (3; 2; 1) to search for a C-cover. It executes R-cast(3, (fA,B,C,Dg, R-lock(x))) and sends lock requests to nodes A, B, C and D. Each node is requested to respond. Since node B has failed, the variable RESPONSES is equal to fA, C, Dg and COLUMN-COVER is f1, 3, 4g. The read operation times out and continues searching in the next chosen row by executing R-cast(2, (fFg, R-lock(x))) and sends requests to nodes E, F, G and H. However, only node F is required to respond. Since node F has failed, no progress is made and the operation times out and sends requests to nodes I, J, K and L, requesting only node J to respond. The response from node J will make a complete C-cover and the read operation terminates successfully.
The write protocol is required to synchronize a write operation with both read operations and other write operations. Synchronization with read operations is accomplished by locking a column and with write operations by locking a C-cover. First a C-cover is locked using a read protocol and the columns that responded to the rst multicast message are recorded in a variable COLUMNS. The purpose of this variable is to increase e ciency in the remaining
: A State of the Grid Network part of the protocol as we use this information to exclude columns with failed nodes. If the data have already been locked for reading, this step of the write protocol can be omitted. When a C-cover is locked successfully, the execution proceeds to write lock all nodes in a column in the order given by the random permutation C of COLUMNS 1 . If all nodes in some column are locked, the execution can terminate successfully by updating copies in that column by using a distributed commit protocol; otherwise, the operation aborts.
For example, suppose a write operation wants to write data granule x in the system given in Figure 4 . It will rst used the read protocol to lock a C-cover and the execution is the same as the read operation described above, except when COLUMNS is equal to zero. In this case, the write protocol will abort because there is no complete column of nodes available. The information recorded in COLUMNS is used to avoid making requests to columns which are known to have a failed node. Notice that if x was read before it is written, this read step can be omitted. We will assume that the write operation has chosen the random permutation R = (3; 2; 1) as in the example above and has successfully locked the C-cover fA, C, D, Jg. The write operation now proceeds to write-lock a column of nodes. The variable COLUMNS is equal to f1, 3, 4g which indicates that column 2 has a failed node.
Thus, we should search in columns 1, 3, and 4 only, and a random permutation of these numbers is chosen as the search order for the columns. Assume that the permutation (4, 1, 3) is chosen. The write operation executes C-cast(4, (fD,H,Lg, W-lock(x))) and sends write lock requests to nodes D, H and L. Only nodes D and H will respond, the operation times out and sends requests to nodes A, E and I. The responses of these nodes will be received 1 A read lock on a replica can be upgraded to a write lock when the requests are from the same transaction and the write operation completes successfully by updating copies of x at the nodes. The read and write operations in the example have the copy at A in common. The protocol executed by a read operation requires less nodes to participate than the one by a write operation because typically reading predominates.
In general, the grid protocol uses read and write quorum sets that cannot be de ned by voting. This has been demonstrated in AAC91] 2 . There are two limiting cases of grid networks that have voting equivalents. When the grid network consists of a single column of nodes, the grid protocol is equivalent to voting using read one/write all quorum. The other case is a grid network consisting of a single row which corresponds to voting using read all/write one quorum.
The following proposition assures the correct operation of the Grid protocol 3 .
Proposition 2.1 1. A read operation will return the value installed by the last write operation. 2. A read and a write operation and two write operations cannot be executed concurrently.
Proof
A write operation read locks a C-cover and write locks a column. A read operation also needs to read lock a C-cover which has one copy in common with all columns. All nodes in the column locked by the write operation must be operational when the read and write operations request the locks and hence, read and write operations do not execute concurrently. Also, since a C-cover contains at least one copy of each column, it must contain a value written by the last write operation because it updated all copies in a column.
When two write operations are executing concurrently, each has obtained read locks from nodes in a C-cover and write locks from all nodes in a column. Since the two operations have each read-locked a C-cover, each can obtain write locks from all the nodes in a column only 2
In AAC91], we describe a voting-like method called multi-dimensional voting and among other things we show its applicability to the grid protocol.
if some node responds positively to requests of both operations. Since this is not allowed by the local concurrency control method concurrent writes are not possible.2
Availability Analysis
We now present an availability analysis of the protocol described in the previous section.
Let M and N be the number of nodes in each row and column respectively. We will assume that the network is reliable, node failures are independent and all nodes are identical.
Let p be the availability of a node, i.e., p is the steady state probability of a node being operational. A state n of the system is an MxN matrix where the elements are either one or zero, representing a node being operational or failed, respectively. The availability of an operation is the probability that the system is in a state that would allow the operation to succeed assuming the state does not change while the operation is in progress.
Finding a node to be operational is a Bernoulli experiment with probability p of success and the probability of nding`nodes operational in a column is therefore binomially 
Data is available for writing if we can nd a C-cover and a column of operational nodes. The availability is dependent only on the state. The manner in which the rows and columns are searched will not a ect the outcome and we compute the write availability by searching the grid columnwise. Let W M;N be the write availability, which is the probability of locking a C-cover and a column when N columns are unsearched. We can nd 
To lock a C-cover and a column in an Mx1 grid network, all M nodes must be operational and we have that,
By applying relation (2) repeatedly and using relation (3) we nd, 
The rst term is the read availability in the MxN grid and second term is the probability that a C-cover is available but no complete column can be found.
Sharing Load
An advantage of resource replication is reduced response time for requests due to load sharing. In a distributed system where data is replicated, a user request can be processed by only a subset of nodes and all nodes do not need to process the request. The e ect of sharing is a reduced arrival rate to a particular node which can have a signi cant impact on delay. We must distinguish carefully between the external rate of request arrivals and the rate of arrival to a particular node which we will call the e ective arrival rate. An external arrival will trigger simultaneous arrivals to a subset of nodes and the e ective arrival rate will depend on the external rate and the manner in which the subset of nodes is chosen. For instance, if an external arrival would trigger arrivals to half the nodes chosen at random as it might be done in a voting scheme using majority quorum, the e ective arrival rate to a particular node would be half the external rate of arrival. In general, the smaller the fraction of nodes used, the lower the e ective arrival rate and better the response time.
We will call the fraction of nodes used by an operation the load reduction factor. This value can be interpreted as the fraction of the total requests that are sent to a node for processing. Thus, a lower reduction factor results in a lower e ective arrival rate and better response time. An increase in the degree of replication does not necessarily result in a lower reduction factor if the quorum is also increased. Thus, transaction response time is not decreased by using a higher degree of replication but by a smaller load reduction factor. A higher degree of replication can result in a very small load reduction factor when the replica control protocol is chosen carefully.
Consider a voting based system consisting of K nodes, each assigned one vote, that uses the read and write quorum of r and w votes, respectively (r+w = K+1). The , respectively (exact if nodes are reliable) if the nodes used for reading and writing are chosen at random. Assuming that reading is predominant, reduction of read request arrivals would be maximized using the lowest read quorum r = 1, however, the write quorum must be set to K. The resulting system will have poor availability for write operations which may be unacceptable. To achieve good write availability, the read and write quorums are set to approximately half the number of copies and the resulting reduction factor is about half. Notice that increasing the degree of replication will not signi cantly reduce the load because the quorums must be increased accordingly.
The load reduction achieved in the scheme proposed by this paper depends on the topology of the grid and it is approximately equal to 1 increasing the degree of replication. In voting, the number of requests processed by nodes when a read is followed by a write operation is equal to K + 1. In contrast, the number of requests generated using the grid protocol is much smaller than K.
To demonstrate how load reduction can decrease response time, we have written a detailed simulation for both a voting based system and the grid system. We use simulation because the relationship between load reduction and response time is very complex. The simulation model and results obtained from it are reported in the next section.
Numerical Examples
This section presents some numerical examples that compare our protocol and voting. The measures used are availability and response time. Let K be the number of nodes in the system, p be the availability of the nodes, r be the read quorum and w = K + 1 ? r be the write quorum. Since all nodes have the same availability, the optimal vote assignment is one where all nodes are assigned one vote each TK88]. The availability 
Availability
We will start by considering the data availability of the grid protocol described in Section 2. Table 1 shows the availability of a number of systems that use the grid protocol where each node is 0.99 available. The number of nodes in the system ranges from 4 to 25 in a 2x2 to a 5x5 grid, respectively. The value for M is xed in each row of the table while the value for N is increased from 2 to 5. M also ranges from 2 to 5. Each column is subdivided into 2 columns where the left and right columns contain the read and write unavailability values respectively. Table 2 shows the unavailability of various grid systems when each node is 0.95 available.
The data availability for reading and writing is a ected by altering the dimensions of the grid network. The ability to a ect read and write availability by changing the dimension of Table 1 : Grid read and write unavailability x10 ?6 with p = 0.99 the grid gives us a degree of exibility in designing for system performance that is similar to choosing the read and write quorum in voting. Increasing the number of columns while keeping the number of rows xed decreases the read availability (i.e., increases the read unavailability) because it is less likely to obtain a larger C-cover. The change in write availability is more complex as it depends on the probability of obtaining a C-cover and a column. Increasing the number of columns increases the likelihood of locking a column while decreasing that of locking a C-cover. The write availability will increase initially but it decreases after the number of columns reaches an optimal value. This is because the increase in the probability of obtaining a column is o set by the decrease in the probability of obtaining a C-cover. This behavior can be observed in the rst row of Table 2 . The write availability of the 3x5 grid is better than the 3x4 grid and the 3x6 grid. A similar behavior is observed when the number of rows in the grid is increased while the number of columns remains xed: the read availability increases monotonically while the write availability rst increases and then decreases. This can been seen in column 2 of Table 1 where the write availability of the 3x3 grid is better than any other systems in the same column.
We next use nodes with 0.99 availability to design grid and voting systems that achieve a predetermined read and write availability of 1 ? 10 ?6 and 0.9955 respectively. We see in Table 1 that the smallest grid system satisfying the criteria is a 4x2 grid with r = 1 ? 2 10 ?8 and w = 0:9984. The systems in Table 3 are voting systems of eight or less nodes that use the smallest read quorum that can satisfy the availability requirements. 4 We Table 2 : Grid read and write unavailability x10 ?6 with p = 0.95 n = 5 n = 6 n = 7 n = 8 r = 2 w = 4 r = 2 w = 5 r = 2 w = 6 r = 2 w = 7 0.05 980.15 0.0006 1460.45 0.000007 2031.04 0.000000 2690.08 Table 3 : Voting Performance with p = 0.99 see that a minimum of ve nodes is needed to satisfy the requirements.
In another experiment, we use nodes with 0.95 availability to design voting systems that achieve the same predetermined read and write availabilities as above. Table 4 contains voting systems that use the lowest read quorum to achieve the prede ned availability requirements. The number of nodes ranges from 10 to 32 with an increment of 2 nodes. The smallest voting system that achieves the minimum availability requirements is a 10 node system with read and write quorums of 4 and 7, respectively. To satisfy the given availability requirement above, a system using the grid protocol needs 30 nodes arranged into a 6x5 grid. Note that a decrease in individual node availability has a greater impact on the read and write availability of the grid protocol. This is a result of the logical structure of the grid. Each node plays a certain role and may not be replaced by an arbitrary node. In contrast, all nodes in voting are identical and can be replaced by any other node when each is assigned a unit vote.
The major advantage of the grid protocol is the lower transaction response time. As we availability requirements. Table 4 : Voting read and write unavailability x10 ?6 with p = 0.95 will discuss in the next subsection, the 4x2 and 6x5 grid systems in the examples above that satisfy the availability requirements, have much lower response time than the corresponding voting based system with similar availability. Note, however, that this lower response time, although not achieved at the expense of availability, does incur the cost of having to provide more replicas; 8 replicas as opposed to 5 when p = 0:99 and 30 replicas as opposed to 10 when p = 0:95.
Response Time
A major advantage of the grid system is that it allows a much higher level of load sharing than voting which can signi cantly reduce response time. Read requests can be processed by any one row of nodes in the grid and write requests by any row and column. The arrival rate of requests made to individual nodes is reduced resulting in lower response time and higher system capacity. Increasing the number of nodes in voting does not result in much higher load sharing as in a grid system. This is due to the fact that the write quorum must be increased accordingly.
To show the e ect of load reduction on the response time of the transactions, we have performed a detailed simulation study. The model uses ideas similar to those presented in ACL85] for a centralized computing system and is a simpli ed version of the one used in CL88]. The same model is used to analyze both a voting-based system and one that uses our grid protocol. We have not modeled network delay in the simulation because we are interested primarily in the reduction of response time through load sharing. The network delay in a grid-based and a voting-based system will be similar if nodes are highly available, and the read and write quorums are similar in size. Furthermore, with the advent of high speed networks, the delay in the network may be negligible compared to queueing and processing delays.
The concurrency control method used is two-phase locking and if a lock request is denied, the transaction is blocked. The system maintains a global wait-for graph to detect deadlock and if a deadlock is discovered, the youngest transaction involved in the deadlock is aborted. The aborted transaction will release its locks and restart immediately making the same requests again. The commit protocol used is two-phased. The rst phase directs the nodes in the write quorum to record the modi ed granules and the log. The second phase makes the modi cations permanent. Figure 5 shows the model of a node. It consists of two units, the concurrency control unit (CC) and the disk unit (Dsk). Each unit has a queue associated with it that contains arriving requests. Requests made by transactions arrive in the CC-queue and are serviced on a rst come, rst serve (FCFS) basis. The CC-unit checks if the request can be granted. If it can, the request is passed to the disk unit for processing and otherwise it is put in the block queue and the global wait-for graph is updated. Transactions are unblocked when the lock holder releases the lock as it commits or aborts. Priority for unblocking is given to write requests in FCFS order. The global wait-for graph is updated whenever a request is unblocked. The delay in the CC-unit is assumed to be negligible. The disk unit also uses the FCFS service discipline and services read, write and commit requests as follows. A read request transfers a granule from the disk to a private bu er in memory, a write request modi es the bu er and a commit request ushes the log pages and the dirty bu ers to disk. The log is written serially and the processing time is assumed negligible compared to the random access delay for writing the bu ers. The delays experienced by transactions are blocking delay and random access disk delay.
In the simulation, the arrival of transactions is modeled by a Poisson process. Transactions arrive to the system with a rate of transactions per second. Each transaction has a unique identi cation number which is assigned upon arrival and it is increasing in time. A transaction chooses a random number of di erent data granules to be read and with a probability of WRITEPROB the granule read will also be updated. The read requests are generated rst and then the write requests are processed. A transaction submits its requests to the system one at a time. A request (other than the rst) is generated only after the previous one has completed successfully. The transaction sends its request to several nodes simultaneously, choosing the nodes according to whether the voting or the grid protocol is being used. First the transaction attempts to read-lock the rst data item at a read quorum set of nodes. The nodes are selected in an arbitrary manner to distribute load uniformly. It sends requests to the nodes and waits for replies. If the transaction is successful before the timeout period expires, the remaining data will be accessed using the same quorum set. Although we have not modeled node failures, in reality a transaction must recover by timeout. In the simulation, a transaction can timeout due to excessively long delays at congested nodes. If a transaction times out during the quorum collection phase, it will continue, if possible, to complete the required quorum. In the grid system, the procedure is described in Section 2. In voting, the procedure is described in Figure 6 . To be fair in the comparison, we randomized the nodes and used multicast communication. Notice that the quorum collection procedure in Figure 6 can multicast to an arbitrary group of nodes.
If the transaction is unable to lock a read quorum after searching all nodes, it aborts and restarts immediately. When the transaction restarts, the read quorum set is randomized again to avoid submitting requests to the same set of nodes. If the transaction has successfully locked a read quorum, the subsequent read requests are sent only to the nodes Once the read quorum group is identi ed, subsequent read requests in both systems will only be sent (using multicast) to this set of nodes. The number of data granules read is uniformly distributed between 10 and 20. After reading the data granules, the transaction may update a subset of the granules read. Each granule is updated independently of other granules with a probability of WRITEPROB = 0.2.The transaction must nd a write quorum when it submits the rst write request. In a grid system, this procedure is given in Section 2. In a voting system the transaction will supplement its read quorum with the number of nodes that is equal to the di erence between the write and the read quorum. The procedure to collect a write quorum is similar to the one for a read quorum in Figure 6 . If after searching all nodes, the supplement set found is less than w ? r nodes or any of the nodes in the read quorum set has not responded positively, the transaction aborts and restarts immediately. Otherwise, the subsequent write requests are made to the write quorum set found and if the transaction would time out during these write requests, it is aborted and restarted immediately. The timeout period for read and write requests is RESPONSETIMEOUT. After making all write requests, the transaction will commit the updates using a two-phase protocol. The timeout value for the rst commit phase is COMMITTIMEOUT and it is larger than RESPONSETIMEOUT. This is because the processing delay for commit is longer than for reading or writing. In this phase, the nodes in the write quorum record the log data and the updates made by the transaction on stable storage (disk). The transaction can terminate successfully if all nodes in the write quorum respond positively in the rst phase. It will then send a commit message to all nodes that hold locks on behalf of the transaction. The transaction does not need to wait for responses from the nodes in the second phase as the nodes can determine the outcome of the commit decision among themselves. If a transaction would timeout during the rst phase, it aborts and restarts immediately. Table 5 summarizes the system parameters.
We rst study a 4x2 grid system and four voting-based systems. These systems satisfy the availability requirements of r 1 ? 10 ?6 and w 0:9955 when individual node availability is 0.99 (see Tables 1 and 3) . We have also simulated a system that does not use data replication. This system does not meet the availability requirements and is included as a control experiment. Figure 7 shows the average response time of the transactions versus the average external arrival rate when the parameters are set as given in Table 5 . In both the grid and voting systems, a request is completely serviced only if all nodes receiving the request nish processing it. At low arrival rates, all systems have similar response time values because queueing delay is negligible. The response time is primarily determined by the service time of the nodes. But at higher rates, queueing delay becomes signi cant and we see that the performance of the grid system is better than the voting systems. This is The improvement in response time due to load sharing is more evident in larger systems. The systems studied in Figure 8 are a 6x5 grid system and three voting systems, namely the systems of 10, 20 and 30 nodes in Table 4 . These systems satisfy the requirements that r 1 ? 10 ?6 and w 0:9955 when individual node availability is 0.95. The gure also shows the non-replicated system. The simulation parameters used are the same as in Figure  7 which are given in Table 5 .
The larger grid system has much higher system capacity than the smaller one. The 6x5 grid system can handle an average arrival rate of 6.5 transactions per second with acceptable response time, while the response time in the 4x2 grid system deteriorates rapidly when more than 4.5 transactions arrive per second. In the 6x5 grid system, a read request and a write request are sent to 6 and 11 nodes respectively (assuming no failures). Read and write operations are thus sent to 1 5 and 11 30 of all nodes with replicas. In contrast, the 4x2 grid system uses 4 and 5 nodes to process read and write operations which are 1 2 and 5 8 of all nodes with replicas. The higher level of load sharing is evident in the improved response time in the 6x5 grid system. The voting-based systems all have similar system capacity. In voting, write operations require a large number of nodes to participate. Consequently, the queue of requests at individual nodes builds more rapidly in voting-based systems causing longer delays. A transaction will remain active longer and this can a ect the behavior of other transactions in the system. The locks obtained by a transaction must be kept until commit time increasing the probability of deadlock and causing some transactions to be restarted. The aborts and restarts can have a cascading e ect and can severely limit maximum system throughput.
The above examples show the strength and weakness of both protocols. Voting achieves the required availability threshold with a relatively small number of copies but in order to do so, the read and write quorum must be set to about half the total number of copies. The grid protocol has better load sharing and response time for higher arrival rates. In order to achieve these bene ts, data is replicated over a larger number of nodes. Also, increasing the number of nodes in a voting system does not decrease response time signi cantly as would the use of a grid protocol. In another experiment, we have arranged 30 nodes into di erent grid topologies. The systems studied are 2x15, 3x10, 5x6, 6x5, 10x3 and 15x2 grid systems. Figure 9 shows the average transaction response time versus arrival rate. The response time decreases when the number of rows are increased because read operations are predominant. Since each row can serve as a C-cover, increasing the number of rows e ectively reduces the arrival rate of read operations to the nodes. Notice that the 6x5 grid has slightly better response times than the 5x6 grid. But the write availability of the 5x6 grid is not as high as the 6x5 grid (see Table 2 ). Although the response time can be improved further by arranging the nodes into a 10x3 or 15x2 grid, the read availability is signi cantly reduced and this may not be desirable.
We next investigate the e ect of the read/write transaction mix on the response time performance of the grid-based and voting-based systems. Figure 10 shows the average We have also studied the response time of the grid system when one dimension of the grid is varied while the other remains the same. Figure 11 and Figure 12 show for the parameters in Table 5 the average response time of various grid systems when the number of rows and columns are changed. In both cases, increasing the number of rows and columns (by increasing the number of nodes) will reduce the response time but the number of replicas is also increased. This cost can be justi ed if the reduction is signi cant. We can see in Figure 11 that a signi cant reduction in response time is obtained when the number of rows is increased from two to four and four to six. This is also true for an increase of the number of columns from one to three and three to ve in Figure 12 . However, response times in grid systems with more than six rows or ve columns are similar to that of the 6x5 grid system.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have presented a new data replication scheme. The nodes storing copies of the data are arranged in a logical grid and read/write synchronization is achieved by locking C-covers and columns. Each successful read is guaranteed to access at least one copy in common with the last successful write. The scheme is designed to perform e ective load sharing among the nodes storing copies, as well as provide an increase in data availability over a single copy system.
The performance of the grid scheme was compared to that of a voting scheme. It was found that voting will achieve the same level of data availability using fewer copies. However, the load sharing feature of the grid protocol provides a signi cant decrease in the response time experienced by transactions using the system. It was also shown that a voting scheme cannot be made to achieve the level of load sharing of the grid protocol even by increasing the number of nodes. 
